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The mission of the Interdisciplinary Journal of Partnership Studies is to be an anthology for scholarly writing about the art and science of partnership, with contributions from both academicians and practitioners. Our vision is to be a vehicle for cultural transformation from domination to partnership.

A NEW PUBLICATION SCHEDULE: QUARTERLY

On the first anniversary of our inaugural issue, we are beginning to see this vision realized. The Interdisciplinary Journal of Partnership Studies is drawing submissions from a wide field of expertise, and our readership already spans the globe. Therefore, beginning with Volume 3 #1, published in February 2016, we will become a quarterly publication.

The partnership movement thrives on person-to-person outreach. We urge our readers to engage their friends and colleagues, post on social media, and share articles that have informed and moved them. Share our url, and encourage partnership researchers, activists, and thought leaders to submit articles to the journal.

INVITATION TO ARTISTS

Traditionally the artistic and scientific disciplines have not shared a common venue. Our journal’s online format creates a shared space for all disciplines. We therefore extend a special invitation to artists in all media to participate in the partnership movement.

Each issue of the journal showcases a work of art that reflects partnership. We invite your submissions of original visual art, recorded music, dance clips, videos, and
spoken word, along with a statement of how your piece reflects and/or advances the growing cultural transformation toward partnership.

We are dedicated to building a world in which all relationships, institutions, policies, and organizations are based on principles of partnership. We hope you will join us!

Teddie Potter, PhD, MS, RN, is a Clinical Associate Professor, the Coordinator of Doctor of Nursing Practice in Health Innovation and Leadership, and Director of Inclusivity and Diversity at the University of Minnesota School of Nursing. Dr. Potter speaks nationally and internationally about Partnership Nursing and is the creator of the BASE of Nursing model.

Riane Eisler, JD, PhD (hon), is President of the Center for Partnership Studies dedicated to research and education about the partnership model. She has written numerous books and articles; taught at University of California, Los Angeles, the California Institute for Integral Studies, and other universities; keynoted conferences worldwide; and received awards for peace, human rights, and other activities. Riane Eisler and Teddie Potter are co-authors of Transforming Interprofessional Partnerships: A New Framework for Nursing and Partnership-Based Healthcare (2014).

Marty Lewis-Hunstiger, BSN, RN, MA, is a retired pediatric nurse and preceptor, Editor of Creative Nursing: A Journal of Values, Issues, Experience, and Collaboration, and affiliate faculty member in the School of Nursing at the University of Minnesota.
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